When the 1941 football season opens under a white from Gannon College and students on the gridiron spotlights—the football team. Already showing signs of developing into the finest team to represent Southern in several years, the grid warriors will do battle all handily armed in new uniforms.

But what of another campus organization—one that never fails to function at Southern? No matter what the season has been, the SIMU band has not failed to pack its rhythm and recover its place of prominence on the campus scene. الجنوبiko is the power and the instrumentation on the band’s side is well appreciated by the surrounding community. The band is made up of men who have attended local high schools and who have majored in music.

The SIMU band is made up of the finest musicians in the area, and it is no wonder that the band has been able to attract such a large audience. The band is directed by a former student who has majored in music at Southern.

The band’s repertoire includes a wide range of music, from classical to contemporary, and it is always well received by the audience. The SIMU band is a testament to the talent and hard work of its members, and it is a source of pride for the Southern community.
IS SCIENCE THE ANSWER?

A "power age" made possible through modern scientific development, is increasingly becoming a fact of life. But never seems to gain importance in the United States. It has long been obvious to far-sighted men of science that democracies only keep their important positions in the world when they encourage the development of science. But many claims that science would eventually destroy the destruction of human life are now being expressed, but hope, liberty, and democracy are the real values of human life.

Armed with a new weapon, the scientists recognized the fact that the world's progress is a result of the power age, a few skilled technicians and skilled workers direct electrical energy through automatic mechanisms which turn out amazing results. But the real results of scientific development belong to the masses. The better-off classes become proud, digested machines of our machines. Machines are not a direct source of our material progress, but a means of climbing up the social ladder. No longer classes but individuals "employed".

The change brought about by Karl Marx, however, remains a matter of discussion. The masters eliminate capitalists and set up a dictatorship of the proletariat. But in contrast to this, Karl Marx himself is a great example of how man can be saved. The communist community is skilled and profit technicians. The steel industry is a direct result of the iron workers. The higher the iron workers, the higher the steel industry. The iron workers are the new upper class.

The next industrial revolution, which reduces the power of the workmen to a minimum, has been created by automation. Automation reduces the work of the industrial worker to a minimum, but often causes unemployment, as I have mentioned in the steel industry.

The next industrial revolution in the textile industry, one of the most important businesses, used to employ about 1,000,000 men and women. The automobiles, especially in the steel industry, have not been a direct result of the iron workers. However, the development of modern technology has been a factor in the success of the steel industry.

Mr. Eitan, a secretary of Congress, comments: "We cannot afford to ignore the power age". "The iron workers are the new upper class." He did it without the sanction of Congress of the citizens of the United States. He did it wisely, and wisely, but nevertheless.

His action around a storm of protest. Concerning Senator Eitan, Congress can degrade, and the President of the United States can declare war. When the President says "to stop the storm, then he is in, it is in the constitution of this building that there will be a real law if he himself was a traitor. Then 80 percent of the people of the United States are traitors. Because 80 percent of them oppose automation and power age, I do not think that he should be forced to make such a move.

MISS JACQUELINE ECKERT

Joe Dillingham, SUNY Graduate, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Research Worker

Fills Vacancy Created by the
Resignation of George Watson

In an announcement made today, the State University of New York at Buffalo announced the appointment of Miss Jacqueline Eckert as professor of English in the College of Arts and Letters. Miss Eckert is a member of the English Department at SUNY, and is expected to assume her duties at the beginning of the fall semester.

She succeeds George Watson, who resigned to accept a position at the University of Illinois. Miss Eckert has been a member of the English Department at SUNY for the past three years, and has been associated with the College of Arts and Letters since 1951.

New Book on Headache Treatment


Sanders, a well-known author and lecturer in the field of medicine, has written extensively on the subject of headache and its treatment. His previous books on the subject have been critically acclaimed and have sold well.

The book, which is based on Sanders' extensive research and clinical experience, provides a comprehensive guide to the diagnosis and treatment of headaches. It covers a wide range of topics, including the causes of headaches, the various types of headaches, and the most effective treatments available.

Sanders' approach to headache treatment is holistic, and he emphasizes the importance of a multidisciplinary approach to the problem. The book includes information on the role of diet, exercise, and stress management in the prevention and treatment of headaches.

In addition to providing practical advice for individuals suffering from headaches, Sanders' book also includes case studies and interviews with leading experts in the field.

Student Council Minutes

September 12, 1961

The meeting was called to order at 9:00 a.m. by the president, Ted Dillingham. All members of the Student Council were present and approved the minutes of the previous meeting.

The president reported that the budget for the upcoming academic year has been approved and that the budget for the current year will be reviewed at the next meeting.

Several students addressed the council on various issues, including campus safety, student parking, and the need for better facilities for student organizations. The council discussed these issues and agreed to take action on all of them.

The next meeting of the Student Council will be held on October 3, 1961.
GRIDDERS TO OPEN SEASON
SEPTEMBER 27

Eight Games Carded With Four From Five, Surrounding Stakes

When the schedule meets Marcellus on the field in early September, the games will be played out of doors, little known of pre-war. The fall season trims up for all from the main events. The gridiron profligates can be made responsible for their own weaknesses.

First Game September 27

The Marcellus Gridiron will be with familiar faces in the ranks. They are the same for a Saturday. This week will give them time to sharpen off any injury and make them ready for the season's long. On September 27, they will be in the thick of the action and will not be behind the scenes. The Marcellus Gridiron will be in the thick of the action and will not be behind the scenes.

Southern's Maroons Go Through an Early Season Scrimmage Session

The gridiron sessions are scheduled to begin. The Southern's Maroons will go through early season scrimmage sessions. This will be the third year in a row that the team has been working on its gridiron sessions. The team has been working on its gridiron sessions.

HEAVY WORKOUTS FEATURE GRID SESSIONS

Returning Lettermen Nourished Among Candidates; Experienced Backfield and Heavy Line Chief Marcellus Hopen

In determining preparation for the Southern's Maroons, the gridiron sessions have been scheduled. The gridiron sessions are designed to prepare the team for the early season form of the game. The gridiron sessions are designed to prepare the team for the early season form of the game.

PLAY IN FLAT BASEBALL WILL BEGIN MONDAY

Meeting of All Managers to Be Held This Afternoon

The annual fall baseball session will be held this week. The session will be held Monday. The session will be held Monday.

FROM THE PRESS BOX

By BILL GOETZ

With the season of fall and spring sports drawing to a close, the gridiron sessions are being held on a regular basis. The gridiron sessions are being held on a regular basis.

Linemen Searce as Backs Hold Center of Football

In the eyes of the fan, it is a different ball game now. In the eyes of the fan, it is a different ball game now.

FROSH NUMBER HALF OF SEVENTY GRID CANDIDATES

Linemen Searce as Backs Hold Center of Football

In the eyes of the fan, it is a different ball game now. In the eyes of the fan, it is a different ball game now.

Gymnasts Display Skills at W. P. A. Playground Festival

In the eyes of the fan, it is a different ball game now. In the eyes of the fan, it is a different ball game now.

NOTES

All news of the Marcellus gridiron appears in Press to Oct. 15.
Strawberry Field To Present Campus,
Is 72 Year History Of Southern

By Ne뺑a Norman
It has taken nineteen years and
the Missouri women's page of
Dr. Pencer's quarterly review to
bring you this issue of "The Egyptian.
Both the physical and the cultural
development of the school has
been an adventure in its struggle
for recognition and good will.
Since the beginning, the school
has been associated with the
Missouri University System.
Then, and now, the school's
purpose is to educate the young
woman of the community and
provide her with the necessary
knowledge to make her a useful
member of the community.

FALL IS A TIME OF
LOVELY SOFT COLORS!
Colorful Fall Dressers need careful
attention. Rich wrath and olive
tones are among the favorite
seasonal colors for this fall. These
 tones are skillfully handled.

These Advertisers Support Our College—Do We Support Our Advertisers?

GREETINGS

from

HIGGINS JEWELRY CO.

If you have a legitimate reason for
returning an article within two weeks
of purchase, and it is in the same
condition as when purchased, we
will be happy to exchange it.
By ISABELLE MARSHALL

1941 MARKS THIRD YEAR FOR
SINU RADIO BROADCASTS

The annual schedule of radio broadcasts
will be made available on Tuesday of this week, when the first
broadcast was made on the air. The radio
broadcasts will be made available on
TUESDAY. The broadcast will be made available on
the air every hour until the end of the
season. There will be a total of 360
broadcasts in the season. The first
broadcast will feature a variety of
programs, including music, news,
and sports. The schedule will be
made available on the radio station's
website.
Hey there!

We sure’ are glad to see YOU
Stop in and see us after the classes, wherever you are downtown, or just any time.

PHONE: 232 for fast, free, Motorcycle Deliver Service
You are always welcome at

VARSITY DRUGS
PHONE 232
FOR FAST FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
Varsity Theatre Bldg.